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HMIS Lead / Sys Admin – Q&A 
Questions from 04/20/2022 Webinar 

For any questions that were not addressed on the webinar, or if there are specifics questions to your own systems, 
please submit an HMIS AAQ to receive a thorough answer: https://www.hudexchange.info/program-support/my-
question/ 
 
Q: Should there be a project set up for EHV? Is this a must for the HIC and PIT this year or is it optional?  
A: Please review the HIC/PIT Notice on HUD Exchange and then enter an HMIS AAQ for further information. HUD 
does expect EHV inventory to be reported for purposes of the HIC. 
 
Q: We have an agency who was awarded a HUD CoC DV bonus for RRH - we would treat this no differently than 
other RRH programs, correct?  
A: The DV Bonus funding is not strictly for Victim Service Providers (VSP). Therefore, if the recipient / sub-
recipients of DV Bonus funds are not VSP, they can enter data into HMIS. However, if the sub-recipients of DV 
Bonus funds are considered VSP, they must follow the guidance regarding entering data into a comparable 
database. 
 
Q: Can two different VSPs use the same comparable database?  
A: VSP are not permitted to share the same data system (i.e. a comparable database), based on VAWA privacy 
requirements. For additional support on this, please submit an AAQ or reach out to the Safe Housing Partnerships: 
https://safehousingpartnerships.org/technical-assistance. 
 
Q: If a VSP(s) in a COC uses their own separate assessment tool and wants to refer their clients to the general CES, 
is this something that can be arranged within the discretion of the local COC or does HUD have any restrictions 
around this type of model?  
A: This decision would be best determined locally.  
 
Q: Do vendors still get 6 months’ notice of data standard changes? 
A: HUD tries to give vendors 6 months lead time to get started on programming prior to the effective date of the 
Data Standards update. 
 
Q: The RHY Program HMIS Manual has never been updated to 2022 standards, is that deliberate? 
A: Yes, RHY was unable to update their manual this time, but none of their RHY-specific data elements changed in 
FY 2022. We expect a RHY Manual update for FY 2024 
 
Q: If there is a DV Bonus project collaboration between a VSP and non-VSP organization, should this data be 
entered into the comparable database, or can it be entered into HMIS? 
A: A VSP cannot enter data into HMIS. If they are the recipient, they must use a comparable database.  
 
Q: If a non-VSP is granted DV Bonus funds for RRH and is expected to put information about survivors into HMIS, 
but the vast majority of survivors being served through the program have safety issues and cannot agree to 
participate in HMIS, can the provider put a coded label for the survivor into the HMIS report instead of a name and 
leave any and all other PII items blank?  
A: A survivor (or anyone else having data collected about them in HMIS) has the right to refuse to provide 
information and if they do, the user will indicate "client refused" anytime they refused to provide that information. 
Keep in mind though, this decision should be made by the survivor, not the service provider. If you record a coded 
name, you will want to be sure to indicate that in the DQ indicator by selecting "Partial, street name, or code name 
reported". 
 
Q: Where can I find the dual enrollment document?  
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A: https://files.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/HMIS-Dual-Enrollments-and-HIC-Duplicate-Inventory-
Training-Resource.pdf 
 
Q: Where does homelessness prevention fall into the HMIS overlap conversation? 
A: HP is not considered a residential project for HMIS. 
 
Q: What is the dual enrollment document supporting?  
A: It is meant to support data quality efforts in order to enable the most useful analysis and accurate reporting. 
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